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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning,First I want to express my gratitude to the organizers who arranged this occasion in this round table setting to inform you all about the latest developments in autonomous greenhouses.I am Feije de Zwart and work as a researcher on climate control, watering and nutrition and crop growth in modern greenhouses.Throughout my career, my work has been on the intersection between the hardware available in the greenhouse, the software that controls it and, the ‘greenware’, the crops that are supposed to thrive in the ‘constructed’ climate.Where the definition of the climate in the greenhouse originally has been a matter of green fingers, in the last years, more and more attention is going to get these green finger skills captured by autonomous algorithms.A process that has only just started and from which a lot is expected for the near future. 



Market Analyses

 Aiming on modern greenhouses
 We used an e-mail list derived 

from companies that left their 
registrations at all kind of 
horticultural knowledge exchange 
events
 13 out of 20 responded
 All realizing year round production
 Production levels range between 

half the amount harvested in the 
Netherlands until similar levels
 Reported revenue 
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Typically, when things are becoming difficult, people are trying to involve technology or automation to help in this task.Modern greenhouses are equipped with sensors, data acquisition systems, trolleys and carts, sorting systems and a climate computer.In this picture you see quite some human labour activity and everyone who has some experience with working in a greenhouse will know that a lot of work can be supported by machinery, but is by far not ready to be taken over by machines.



Greenhouse Distribution

3

Beijing  3

Shandong Province 2

Anhui Province 2

Shanghai 1

Zhejinga province 1

Guangdong Province 1

Guangxi Province 1

Gansu Province 1

Shanxi Province 1

Location and number of responses



Results from questionnaire

 All realizing year round production
 Production levels range between half the 

amount harvested in the Netherlands until 
similar levels
 Reported turnover ranges from ¥ 200 – 600

(€ 25 – 75 per m2)
 Number 1 problem

 finding skilled personnel
 At almost equal level

 energy costs
 Surprisingly, pests and diseases are not 

often mentioned as a problem
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Workshops and presentations
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Matchmaking sessions
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Workshop in Nanjing

7

Discussion with audience

Representatives

Supply industry, invester, Academia, Grower



 Follow up of production results on a weekly 
base, send in by HX-personnel

 Continuous flow of greenhouse climate 
data through the Letsgrow platform

 Finding causal relations between climate 
(and maybe also other factors) and 
production

 Developing an automated procedure to 
select optimal climate controller strategies

 Implement this system on the Ridder
climate computer 

Result: Project on structured data collection
for DSS model development 
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Towards autonomous control

Thank you

for your

attention!

Contact:

Feije.deZwart@wur.nl

Thanks to our sponsors and
supporters
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And with that I want to thank you for your attention and I want to take the opportunity to show which companies and sponsors have been involved in the past Autonomous Greenhouse Challenges.
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